
Brown Swiss daughter proven bulls

 O Malley (S. Bender) won 92 kg of milk, by doubling his daughters! His proof
keeps improving everywhere. This bull with fantastic components and udders
will for sure be as popular proven as he was genomically, being the most
used bull in the world then.

 Optimal (S. Sinatra): keep an eye on him! He adds daughters to his proofs
and breeders are very pleased. His daughter DLS Noumea has the highest ISU
in France!

Brown Swiss genomic bulls

 Snoopy (S. Jonmar) is #2 of the ISU offer at 208 ISU. His impressive milk
proof raised to 2369 kg. The best Jonmar son is also BB, A2/A2 and available
sexed.

 Toronto (S. Piston) saw his proofs go up, to 203 ISU. Balanced production,
very nice linear and good health makes him very popular.

 Tripoli (S. Optimal) also went up, to 187. This balanced type bull with good
functional and positive teat length can’t be missed!

 Thor (S. Parador) has an original pedigree and a very complete profile. He is
available sexed as all the bulls presented.

 Talico P (S. Veles P) is part of the best polled bulls today! Excellent type, high
milk, and from a very strong family (2nd dam : LBB Lalice EX-92).

 Pactole (S. Blower) holds back again the first place of ISU, at 212. We can’t
wait to see his proven proofs, daughters are starting to be in milk now!

SYNETICS – The perfect fit 

This was only a small excerpt from the interesting portfolio of SYNETICS. Shortly we will present you our current bull
offer in more detail.

BREAKING NEWS Brown Swiss ISU: this December proofs run confirms the high
potential of our bulls, let’s look at the most recent newcomers

Strong offer from BGS program ! 
Our Brown Swiss bulls from BGS gather an unmatched offer 

Dam of Tripoli: Lisel

Thor

DLS Noumea, daughter of Optimal

6 bulls >200 ISU


